
Automate your annual vacation process

Managers can configure the bidding periods
based on your organization policies and rules.

Set up multiple biddings rounds with specific
rules based on your employees’ roles and 
their locations.

Create your bidding
periods.

Streamline your vacation process

Eligible employees can bid on vacation 
periods from their mobile or their deskt-
ops. While managers can monitor the 
whole process from the bidding periods 
to the awarding.

Bid on open shifts from 
anywhere.

Highlights
A mobile ready app to bid on positions

Employees can bid on vacation periods easily and quickly 
on their mobile.

Managers can efficiently award bids based on your 
organizational policies. 

The platform is fully integrated with UKG Dimensions,
providing a single user experience.

The Vacation Bidding is easy to configure, maintain, and 
provides strong security and data protection.

Vacation Bidding

Designed to manage your employees’ vacation
allocation equitably through a bidding process.

Workforce Central



Compliant with Organizational Rules and Union Regulations
Bids awarding

Set up one or multiple bidding 
periods for a group of employees 
or a location

Create bidding periods
Eligible employees can bid on 
open their preferred time-off 
from any devices. 

Empower your employees

At any moment, the vacation
bidding will reflect your policies
and your union agreements.

Stay compliant

Save time and grant the vacation 
requests automatically based on
your organizational rules.

Fully secure real time data integr-
ation providing an easy and seam-
less user experience.

After the validation process completed, updates
are made to the UKG Dimensions database insta-
ntly - no manual entry required.

Auto-poputare your 
employees’ schedule

Employees’ schedules

Position awarding may be fully automated, semi-automated or manually approved. Updates are
made to  the UKG Dimensions™ database instantly. 

For more information visit zaddons.com or send us an email sales@zaddons.com 

Automatic vacation award

Employees’ schedule is updated
automatically when vacation is 
awarded.

Auto-populate schedules


